Immune aberrations in B and T lymphocytes derived from chronic urticaria patients.
To investigate the pathophysiology of chronic urticaria (CU) in light of the abundant evidences that it is an autoimmune disease and to define some cellular markers in B/T lymphocytes that could be of pathogenic significance, we investigated 14 patients suffering from CU, compared to 7 contact dermatitis patients and 10 normal control individuals. We tested the expression of CD5, B7.1 (CD80), CD23, and CD25 on B cells and of CD(40L)) and CD25 on T cells from all studied individuals. We also tested B cell proliferation upon their activation followed by dexamethazone induced inhibition of proliferation. The expression of bcl-2 protein in activated lymphocytes from normal individuals was compared to that of contact dermatitis and CU patients. CD(40L) expression was found significantly higher on in (vitro activated CD3 [with phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) and ionomycine Ca2+ at 12 hr of culture] from CU patients compared to that of contact dermatitis and normal individuals. Whereas the proliferation of activated B cells from CU patients was higher, dexamethazone-induced inhibition of B cell proliferation was found statistically similar in both groups yet lower in B cells from most severe CU patients. We demonstrate a higher bcl-2 expression in activated B and T lymphocytes of severe CU patients compared to that of moderate CU and both contact dermatitis and normal individuals. The increased expression of CD(40L) on activated T cells might play a role in the polyclonal increased B cell proliferation of CU patients. This increased proliferation accompanies the finding that activated B and T lymphocytes from these patients demonstrate increased bcl-2 expression. The resistance of some B cells to dexamethazone-induced inhibition of proliferation encourages us to investigate the possibility that B cells from some CU patients might develop rescue mechanisms from activated cell death. These findings provide further evidence that CU is indeed an autoimmune disease, although its precise nature has yet to be fully elucidated.